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The Formation of History as a 
Discipline during Early Islamic 
History
Elmira Akhmetova
International Islamic University Malaysia
“ “Islam is the only major religion of the history of mankind which was born and 
flourished under the light of history, and 
Muslims are a people with a strong sense 
of history, yet, ironically enough, the 
Islamic history is perhaps the most 
confused, much-discussed and less-
understood among the histories of world 
religious communities.”
Nisar Ahmed Faruqi, Early Muslim 
Historiography, p. xix
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1. Islam and Historical 
Consciousness
Tarikh
Writing of history 
started from the early 
days of Islamic 
civilization and 
developed very fast as a 
scientific discipline with 
a sound methodology of 
data collection, analysis 
and interpretation
Islam and Historical Consciousness
Various 
Types
•Tribes
•City, region
•Singular events
• Individuals
Date-
mark
•Chronology
•Focus on the time of 
events
•Usage of Khabar
Isnad
•Scientific methodology 
for seeking the source of 
khabar (Hadith method)
•Eye witness
•Trustworthy 
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•History 
conscious
•Impetus to 
study (tafseer) 
•Learn from 
others to rule 
better
• Proud of 
ancestors
• Having an 
established         
method
•Ideal Person
•Part of Islam
•Seerah books
The 
Prophet
Pre-
Islamic 
Conscious
ness 
Religion 
of Islam
Muslim 
rulers
WHY MUSLIMS PAID ATTENTION TO HISTORY?
 Oral Transmission
 Poetry 
 Pre-Islamic 
Sources such as 
AyyamAl-’Arab
 Tribal proud and 
property
 Soon maghazi and 
futuhat types of 
historical works 
emerged 
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2. THE QUR’ANIC CONCEPT OF HISTORY
The Qur’anic 
Concept
sees the past of mankind 
as a continuous line of 
Prophethood and human 
history with the rise and 
fall of nations and 
communities related to 
faith and Man’s 
behaviour
The Qur’anic Concept of History 
Revealed Books as sources of history
Range and scope of past from the 
first humanbeing
Continuous renewal of fixed values  
(Islah and Tajdid)
History of mankind and as lessons and 
moral exhortations to the believers
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3. Emergence of History as a Discipline
Earlier
there was no clear concept of 
history or methodology of history 
writing at the time of birth of 
Islam despite of having many 
historical tales like Ayyam Al-
Arab
Soon, two main perspectives 
emerged at the early age of Islam
Schools of History
Perspective of 
Hadeeth 
Scholars
Studying Islamic 
history with an 
attention to the 
Mission of the 
Prophet  PBUH
Sirah Books emerged 
Through clear isnad
system as 
methodology by the 
end of 1st century Hijri
Perspective of 
Tribal History
Writing history focused 
on tribal activities as 
a continuation of pre-
Islamic history 
perspective
Kufa and Basra 
emerged as main 
centres for this 
perspective
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School of 
Madinah
School 
of 
Yemen
School 
of Iraq
School of Madinah
•Response to the 
Letters of Umayyad 
caliph Al-Walid on 
mission of the Prophet
•Laid foundations to 
later sirah and maghazi
books
Urwah bin 
Zubayr (b. 26H)
•Foundations of 
history as 
discipline and its 
approach
•Outlines and 
structure for sirah
books
Ubaydullah al-
Zuhri (d.124H)
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Emergence of maghazi and sirah style
Isnad methodology from the most 
trustworthy rawi
Both were hadith scholars
Wahb ibn Munabbih
(d. 110) 
Founder of Yemeni School 
"akhbari and teller of tales” 
(Al-Hamawi)
Was criticized for bringing 
controversy to historical 
accounts 
Mubtada: Qisas al-Anbiyah
(Beginning: Stories of the 
Prophets) and Kitab al-Tijan
(the Book of Crowns)
School of Yemen
•To study 
history of 
Prophethood
since Adam AS
•Tafseer books
•Universal 
History Books
•Oral accounts
•Israiliyat
•Method of 
storytelling 
Emerged by 
compilers of 
qisas and 
akhbar
Sources
Created a 
framework
Influenced 
on 
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Outcome
Al-Baladhuri (d.279), al-
Ya’qubi (d.284), al-Dinawari
(d.282), Ibn Qutayba (d 270) 
and al-Tabari (d 310) with 
main historical concepts 
such as the unity and 
continuity of the experiences 
of the ummah, and the 
universal vision of history
Iraqi School 
Style
•Direct Continuation of Ayyam tales and Accounts 
of genealogies
•Adding narrations from openings of Islam
New 
profession
•Akhbariyyun
•first historians in the tribal perspective such as Abu 
Mikhnaf (d. 157H), ‘Awana ibn al-Hakam (d. 147H)
•Tribal perspective with interest in Islamic affairs
Scope
•Genealogical studies started
•By the end of 3rd century, great historians 
emerged 
•Universal vision of history emerged
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4. Types of Histrocial Writings
Tabaqat
Tarajim
Rihlat
Geographical 
Dictionaries 
World History 
Genealogies
Regional 
History
Types of Historical Writings
By the 4th
century, history 
writing among 
Muslims as a 
discipline was 
ready for the 
next stage, 
development 
of historical 
criticism 
culminated in 
the work of Ibn 
Khaldun 15
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THANKS!
Any questions?
You can find me at:
▪ elmira@iium.edu.my
